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High-Tc superconductivity �HTS� in the cuprates is revisited and employed to interpret the superconductivity
phenomenon in �-FeSe. HTS in �-FeSe is proposed to emerge from accidental near degeneracy among spin
zero Fe2+ states on a magnetic sublattice in a magnetically inhomogeneous reference state illustrated by
density-functional theory calculations. The spin zero Fe2+ ions sublattice is embedded in a second sublattice,
which displays antiferromagnetic order. Existence of the latter enforces the former, and causes the violation of
Hund´s rule. Detailed contact with the conceptual understanding of superconductivity in the cuprates is made.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Superconductivity is arguably the most convincing and
palpable macroscopic manifestation of quantum mechanics.
Its potential use warrants interest every time a new class of
superconductor is discovered. Today, the frontiers of technol-
ogy include quantum computing based on macroscopic1 as
well as nanoscale qubits.2 Often the concepts of supercon-
ductivity are employed to formulate the effective properties
of entangled qubits. During some years, we have been inves-
tigating the complementary view point, that is, to formulate
superconductivity in terms of entangled qubits.3

During the last 25 years, superconductivity has been dis-
covered in the cuprate materials,4 MgB2 �Ref. 5� and K3C60.

6

Besides these, a new family of materials has recently
emerged, comprising the Fe pnictides,7 here mainly referring
to phosphides and arsenides. To date Sm�O1−xFx�FeAs
�Ref. 8� is the pnictide which displays the highest critical
temperature, 55 K. The simplest relative to the pnictide fam-
ily is �-FeSe, which has Tc �8 K at atmospheric pressure
but acquires a Tc of 39 K at high pressures.9 In the present
study, superconductivity in �-FeSe will be discussed based
on qualitative results from elementary density-functional
theory �DFT� calculations in conjunction with a conceptual
quantum chemical understanding of superconductivity devel-
oped for the cuprate superconductors.

In seeking to formulate the effective objects with complex
inner structure, which produce superconductivity, we employ
a strategy which views superconductivity as a “composite
phenomenon” which emerges from the fusion of a priori
symmetry broken elementary structures. Thus we take our
inspiration from supercell calculations which allow for such
symmetry breakings to take place, and we build our under-
standing of the effective behavior in terms of superpositions
of such symmetry-broken elementary states. This allows us
to focus on detailed properties of sublattices, which consti-
tute the building blocks of the elementary symmetry-broken
structures. We allow essences of the superconductivity to
emerge from specific properties of these sublattices. This
strategy was employed to understand the superconductivity
in the cuprates,10 and it is employed here to interpret the
superconductivity observed in �-FeSe, the understanding of
which may well have bearing on the mechanism for super-
conductivity in the Fe pnictides.

In the Fe pnictides as in �-FeSe, iron is considered to be
the essential element for the superconductivity �see, e.g.,
Ref. 11, and references therein�. This is apparently as op-
posed to the hole-doped cuprate superconductors where the
charge carriers have been shown to reside on the oxygen
ions.12 Yet, it is the purpose of this work to formulate a
possible common understanding of the two materials based
on local signatures of accidental near degeneracy being re-
quired for achieving superconductivity. In case of the cu-
prates, the two different roles comprise accommodation of
�a� the order parameter physics and �b� the charge carriers,
provided by two different elements Cu and O. This is in
contrast to the pnictides and selenide, where this multifunc-
tionality is proposed to occur by magnetic symmetry break-
ing in the Fe2+ lattice producing �a� an antiferromagnetic
�AFM� sublattice intertwined with �b� a nontrivial second
sublattice made up of S=0 Fe2+ ions. Effective S=0 Fe2+ in
a tetrahedral ligand field implies violation of Hund’s rule as
caused by the requirement of antiferromagnetic order in the
second of the two sublattices. Such instabilities have been
predicted for the Fe pnictides,13,14 and in Ref. 13 the Hund’s
rule violation was emphasized, in particular.

This violation of Hund’s rule implies that there may be
other states which may accidentally have similar stabilities
while displaying the same local spin and space symmetry.
This “accidental degeneracy” enforced by the “confining”
antiferromagnetic S= �1 sublattice is understood to allow
for superconductivity to emerge as a result of nonadiabatic
mixing of the locally incommensurate projected states by the
phase coherent coupling to other equivalent local states else-
where. It is from this collective phase that superconductivity
emerges.

II. FORMAL CONSIDERATIONS

A. Computation

This study provides a qualitative possible understanding
of key magnetic instabilities in �-FeSe of possible relevance
also to the pnictides. It relies on the applicability of spin-
polarized DFT within the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof general-
ized gradient approximation �GGA� �Ref. 15� to represent
the relevant magnetic states of the system addressed. This in
turn implies that any ambiguity in choice of density func-
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tional must be assumed not to influence the overall magnetic
structure itself, and that qualitative evaluation of magnetic
structures can be made in spite of the fact that ambiguity in
relative stabilities of different magnetic structures still re-
mains owing to the non-V representability of Kohn-Sham
DFT for systems which display near degeneracy. The conclu-
sions presented will be based on visual inspection of the
0.03 spin /Å3 spin-density isosurfaces as computed by
means of density functional theory. While simple and direct,
yet it is noted that the spin density, similar to the electron
density, is a reasonably robust property of DFT.

Here, we resort to �-point supercell calculations including
4 and 8 a priori symmetry-independent Fe ions. The reason
for performing supercell calculations is in order to allow for
magnetic symmetry breaking �vide supra�. So-called semi-
core pseudopotentials16 are employed to describe the core
electrons while the valence electrons are described by a nu-
merical double-zeta plus polarization function �DND� basis
set. The calculations are performed by the DMOL3 software17

in Material Studio, as provided by Accelrys Inc.

B. Overall relevance to superconductivity

Our understanding takes as starting point the fact that it is
the collective phase in the London sense,18 which causes
superconductivity. The role of this collective phase is to en-
sure that a particular macroscopic ground state, produced by
the coherent access of microscopic electronic states, is main-
tained. This particular macroscopic ground state allows the
mixing of a priori incommensurate near-degenerate elec-
tronic states, and the stability of the resulting state is ensured
by the coherence as manifested in the common phase among
different microscopic systems. In order to make this point, in
our discussion on the superconductivity in the cuprates, we
formulated a real-space version3,10 of the Bardeen-Cooper-
Schrieffer theory.19 Taking the independent particle reference
state as point of departure, i.e. the electron gas, the quintes-
sence of BCS theory is the electron correlation argument for
the appearance of “pairs” �taken here to mean pair ampli-
tudes� above the Fermi level. In our real space BCS formu-
lation two a priori adiabatic narrow-gap subsystems auto-
matically and independently display “pair amplitudes above
the Fermi level.” When coupled, the two subsystems each
accesses in addition virtual pair-broken states. These latter
nonadiabatic contributions to the correlated ground state are
thus accessed by coupling the two small-gapped subsystems
together. Thus, in our real space analog to the BCS theory
the superconductivity is achieved by allowing for virtual
pair-broken states to contribute to the correlated ground
state, i.e., an extension of the BCS scenario is arrived at
which accesses the superconductor state from the insulator
side of a two-gap system.

Our formulation of superconductivity in the cuprates has
one of the required gaps to be due to the charge carriers
forming a checkerboard superstructure, which was later ob-
served by scanning tunneling microscopy.20 Given this
checkerboard instability, which would be associated with the
observed opening of a “pseudogap” at the Fermi level, i.e.,
local electronic near degeneracies displayed in each holes

cluster �cf. Ref. 21�, a second requirement also observed
comprises the opening of a gap for spin fluctuations corre-
sponding to short-range antiferromagnetic order.22,23 The
phase coherence of microscopic states producing supercon-
ductivity would be achieved by “phasing” holes cluster reso-
nances in different plaqettes. The step by step evolution from
an undoped cuprate material into a superconductor upon hole
doping and subsequent decrease in temperature is depicted in
Figs. 1�a� and 1�b�. Said phasing would be achieved by
propagation of virtual magnetic excitations in a local antifer-
romagnetic background, i.e., virtual magnons, which would
ensure the phase coherent access of local states on different
plaquettes. In Ref. 10, we discussed the coupling of near-
degenerate a priori incommensurate cluster states �see Figs.
1�c� and 1�d�� in terms of virtual pair-and-pair-broken local
states. By allowing interplaquette phase coherent access of
locally incommensurate states, a new macroscopic ground
state was implied to form, where the electrodynamics of the
resulting macroscopic phase would have superconductivity
as consequence. Thus we produce this ground state not from
the phases of some effective free electrons but from the
phase coherent access of a priori incommensurate micro-
scopic electronic states. The “microscopy” here refers to an
effective few-electrons spectrum irrespective of in r or k
space. In k-space linear momentum, single-electron eigen-
states display apparent nonadiabaticity due to the Cooper
pairing while in r space, the coupling of accidentally degen-
erate such incommensurate effective eigenstates of the angu-
lar momentum operator belonging to different irreducible
representations are allowed to mix in each a priori gapped
subsystem because virtual pair-breaking excitations become
allowed to contribute to the ground state of each subsystem
owing to the existence of the other complementary electronic
subsystem.

In the cuprate superconductors, adopting a superatom lan-
guage, the two locally incommensurate states display aniso-
tropic S �nodeless� and Dx2−y2 symmetries, respectively, and
thus the virtual pair-breaking excitation displays Dx2−y2 sym-
metry �cf. Refs. 10 and 24�. These two local states are al-
lowed to contribute to the ground state owing to a particular
spin fluctuation in the local antiferromagnetic background,
i.e., a virtual magnon. The detailed phasing of virtual exci-
tations in the charge carrier channel and the AFM back-
ground enforces a resulting order parameter. Hence, because
of the rigidity of the short-range antiferromagnetic order,
propagation of virtual spin fluctuation provides phase coher-
ent coupling to a second local charge carrier state elsewhere.
Thus an effective delocalization of a virtual pair-breaking
excitation, i.e., the local mixing of virtual pair-and-pair-
broken cluster states, is achieved. The delocalized pair reso-
nance we interpret to be the Cooper pair.

C. Formal considerations

In order to understand this scenario in somewhat more
formal terms, reference to the so-called periodic Anderson
impurity model is helpful.25 In what follows we assign the
creation/annihilation operators �+ /�, and �+ /� for charge
carriers in the AFM � bands and local superatom � spaces,
respectively. Consider the Hamiltonian,
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Ĥred = Ĥt-J��� + Ĥtransfer�� ↔ �:R� ion�

+ Ĥreal-space-BCS��;R� ion� �1a�

such that the first two terms corresponds to the Anderson
Model. The first term in Eq. �1a� is the t-J Hamiltonian,

Ĥt-J��� = �
j,j�,s

tjj��� js
+ � j�s + H.c.� + J �

�j,j��
�S� j · S� j� − 1

4njnj��

�1b�

which describes the doped AFM, which dominates at
T�T�. The “hybridization term,”
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Schematic representation of the proposed evolution from undoped antiferromagnetic insulator �i�, into a
hole-doped unconventional metal �ii�, spin-gapped conductor �iii�, pseudogapped and spin-gapped insulator �adiabatic two-gapped system�
�iv�, and finally into a superconductor �v� by allowing for nonadiabaticity in each subsystem by intersystem coupling as proposed in Ref. 10.
Horizontal line represents the Fermi level. �b� The schematic phase diagram of the cuprates is shown where the different stages �i�–�v� are
pointed out. �c� Checkerboard holes inhomogeneity in the spin density for which �Ref. 10� was formulated. Here in case of Hg-1201. Note
population of O 2p � states. �d� One supercell as in �c� but replacing Cu2+ for Mg2+.
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Ĥtransfer�� ↔ �;R� ion� = �
i,j,L,s

VijL�R� ion� · ��iLs
+ · � js + � js

+ · �iLs�

�1c�

allows for transfer of charge carriers from the � band into
cluster states of local � symmetry �see Figs. 1�c� and 1�d��,
such that VijL includes the expansion coefficients for projec-
tion of said � states in terms of superatom states �“L” states,
i.e., S, P, D, etc.�. As previous stated, the detailed relative
stabilities of � and � states is determined by the local large
cations �Ba, La, etc.� to plane distance. The transfer term
�Eq. �1c�� becomes active at the spin-gap temperature �Fig.
1�a�iii�. Cooperative effects produce charge density wave
signatures �Fig. 1�a�iv�. Finally, the real-space BCS term
kicks in as it is responsible for the actual HTS at T�Tc. We
write

Ĥreal-BCS��;R� ion� = Ĥ0��;R� ion� + Ĥcoupling��;R� ion� ,

�1d�

where

Ĥ0��;R� ion� = �
i,L,s

�iL�R� ion��iLs
+ �iLs �1e�

and

Ĥcoupling��;Rion� =
1

2 �
LL�ii�

��iLs
+ · �iL��−s� − �iL��−s�

+ · �iLs�

· �M
LiLi�	si

Li�Li�
� 	si��Rion;J��

· ��i�L�s
+ · �i�L�−s� − �i�L�−s�

+ · �i�L�s� .

�1f�

The purpose of the term �1f� is to mediate nonlocal cluster-
cluster pair-making and pair-breaking resonances, i.e., inter-
cluster entanglement while obeying local spin/symmetry
constraints for the superatom and local AFM composite sys-
tem. Thus, the wave-function ansatz, which matches Eqs.
�1d�–�1f� mixes pair-and-pair-broken states. It does neither
preserve spin nor space symmetry in the superatom sub-
system spanned by the local � states. This is equivalently
true for the magnetic � subsystem. The two subsystems are
said to be nonadiabatically coupled as represented by the
coupling tensor M in Eq. �1f�. More discussions on wave
function properties are found in Refs. 10 and 26.

The crucial interplay between states of local � and �
symmetry makes our understanding fundamentally incompat-
ible with any interpretation which takes HTS to be an exclu-
sive single-band phenomenon. In particular, our understand-
ing is incompatible with any mechanism of super-
conductivity in the cuprates, which assumes the Zhang-Rice
singlet27 to be essential for describing the superconductivity.
While our understanding does state that the phenomenology
of the single-band Hubbard model is useful in projecting out
particular aspect of the HTS, it is emphasized that the full
picture has nonadiabaticity between AFM and the checker-
board holes clusters �a� inducing magnon excitations in the

AFM bands, and �b� causing pair-and-pair-broken charge
carrier cluster states to mix.

A particular solution to Eq. �1d� was presented in Ref. 10
for the checkerboard superstructure in the hole-doped cu-
prates. That work preceded the discovery of the checker-
board structure by some 5 years. In this context, the present
effort will attempt to formulate the corresponding under-
standing for �-FeSe �vide infra�. Realization of a comple-
mentary resonating valence bond perspective in conjunction
with Bose-Einstein condensation is discussed in detail in
Ref. 26. In what follows, signatures of symmetry breaking in
electronic subsystems as well as accidental local electronic
near degeneracy on a sublattice is proposed to be valid for
�-FeSe, and the above conceptual understanding of the su-
perconductivity is applied in some detail.

�-FeSe superconductivity—possible analog
to the hole-doped cuprates

�-FeSe was first synthesized by Hägg and Kindström.28

The chemical unit cell of �-FeSe �Fig. 2� is, in principle,
sufficient for antiferromagnetism to emerge. This is because
the chemical unit cell allows for two symmetry-independent
magnetic ions per plane. Let the antiferromagnetic property
be the common property of the undoped cuprates and
�-FeSe. An additional symmetry breaking is required in or-
der to produce irons which represent the oxygen ions, on
which the charge carriers reside in case of the cuprates. In
order to allow for the equivalence of this, a superstructure
which includes four magnetic centers is constructed. In Fig.
3, the spin density is plotted in case of eight symmetry inde-
pendent Fe2+ ions as obtained in from a spin-polarized GGA
calculation for a 2
2
1 supercell of �-FeSe in the Stot=0
state. It is remarkable to discover how the antiferromagnetic
unit-cell size increases in order to accommodate a nontrivial
S=0 �open shell singlet� Fe2+ ion sublattice. Implicitly it is

FIG. 2. �Color online� Chemical unit cell of �-FeSe.
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understood that the “crossed” S= �1 low-spin antiferromag-
netic sublattices enforce the S=0 Fe2+ ions in the vertices.
An interpretation of the electronic structures on each Fe2+

center, consistent with this understanding, is displayed in
Figs. 4�a� and 4�b�. It becomes interesting to compare this
result with experiment. For Fe1+dSexTe1−x Tranquada and
co-workers29 recently reported how, when static magnetism
disappears and bulk superconductivity emerges, the spectral

weight of the magnetic excitations shifts to the region of
reciprocal space near the in-plane wave vector
�0.5, 0.5� corresponding to the “collinear” “C-type” AFM
configuration for the “two-Fe” unit cell �see Fig. 2�. In Fig.
4�c�, the relations between the C-type AFM structure �I�, the
“hidden” magnetic structure obtained here �II�, as well as its
“one-Fe-based unit cell” version �dashed in III� are repre-
sented schematically. It is gratifying to note that the “hidden

(a) (b)

FIG. 3. �Color online� Spin density in magnetic 2
2 supercell. Global S=0 state, side view �a�, top view �b�. Four different Fe2+ ions
are observed, two of antiphase S=1 and two magnetic antiphase S=0 local spin states.

(a) (b)

(c)

FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� Spin-density plot illustrating the composite magnetic structure. �b� Schematic population of the five d states
�tetrahedral ligand field� on each Fe2+ ion in order to reproduce the magnetic 2
2 supercell �cf. Fig. 2�. Note how the half-metallic property
of alternating S=−1 �blue� and S=1 �yellow� in the diagonal directions are propagated through the S=0 �green� Fe2+ ions thus enforcing the
violation of Hund’s rule �small yellow and blue circles inside the green circles�. Small red circles indicate what will become the charge
carrier band upon self-doping �see Figs. 5�a� and 5�b� and text�. �c� The relation between the collinear C-type AFM structure �i�, the magnetic
structure obtained here �II�, and the latter expressed in terms of the “one-Fe” unit cells �III� is displayed �see text�.
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magnetic structure” investigated here is in agreement with
said observed magnetic resonances in the vicinity of
�0.5,0.5�. Interestingly for the Fe pnictides said magnetic
wave vector reflects the magnetic order in the parent com-
pound as well as the positions of the magnetic resonances in
the superconducting state.30–32 Having said this, characteris-
tic magnetic excitations should emerge at �0.5,0.5� in the
one-Fe-based unit cell representation as well, obtained easi-
est by rotating the crystal by 45° and rescaling the lattice
parameters, cf. Fig. 4�c:III� again. The fact that the S=0 Fe2+

ions display local singlet coupled open-shell electronic struc-
tures, i.e., violate Hund’s rule, implies that these ions are
destabilized by the surrounding antiferromagnetic structure
�see Fig. 4 again�. The destabilization of some Fe2+ ions to
the extent that an open shell S=0 singlet state is accessed is
suggested to imply that there are additional electronic con-
figurations with S=0 which display similar energies, i.e., be-
come accidentally near degenerate. This situation is analo-
gous to the intraplaquette near-degenerate electronic

spectroscopy of the holes clusters in our formulation of cu-
prate superconductivity.

In what follows, a mechanism for superconductivity in
�-FeSe is proposed, based on fluctuating magnetic super-
structures of the form described in Fig. 3�b�. We envisage
two S=0 states, one which decouples the S=0 Fe2+ ion from
the antiferromagnetic surrounding, and one which indeed
does couple to the antiferromagnetic background �compare
Figs. 4 and 5�a��. In the sense of Eq. �1d�, we apply the
r-space formulation of BCS theory to produce a local super-
position of two incommensurate pair-and-pair-broken states.
Symmetry arguments suggest employing the 3d3z2−r2 and
3dxy states and coupling to the local 3dxz and 3dyz states.
Now we interpret the BCS wave function,

	
k

�uk + vke
i�ck↑

+ c−k↓
+ �
0� �2�

to mean

	
i

�ui�� · cxz↑
+ · cxz↓

+ +  · cyz↑
+ · cyz↓

+ �
0�OP · czz↑
+ · cxy↓

+ 
0�CC

+ vie
i� · cxz↑

+ · cyz↓
+ 
0�OP · �� · czz↑

+ · czz↓
+ + � · cxy↑

+ · cxy↓
+ �



0�CC�

ui
2 + vi

2 = 1, �2 + �2 = 1, and �2 + �2 = 1 �3�

where 
0�OP and 
0�CC refer to the “order parameter” channel,
providing the coupling to the AFM sublattice, and charge
carrier degrees of freedom, respectively, and the index i
points at the S=0 Fe2+ sites on the corresponding superlattice
in real space �compare again Figs. 4 and 5�a��. We make the
obvious connection to Eq. �1� where the � operators act on

0�OP, the � operators act on 
0�CC, and the correlation term
in Eq. �1� allows access to the real-space BCS ground state10

or equivalently Bose-Einstein condensed Cooper pairs.26

Note, in particular, how a correlated pair state in one orbital
pair, coexists with a virtual pair-broken state in the other
orbital pair on the same atom. From Eq. �3� the local mani-
festations of the charge carrier and order parameter degrees
of freedom may be projected out, i.e.,

	
i

�ui · czz↑
+ · cxy↓

+ + vie
i��� · czz↑

+ · czz↓
+ + � · cxy↑

+ · cxy↓
+ ��
0�CC

ui
2 + vi

2 = 1, �2 + �2 = 1 �4�

and

	
i

�ui�� · cxz↑
+ · cxz↓

+ +  · cyz↑
+ · cyz↓

+ � + vie
i� · cxz↑

+ · cyz↓
+ �
0�OP

�2 + �2 = 1, ui
2 + vi

2 = 1 �5�

corresponding to Figs. 5�b� and 5�c�, respectively. In Eqs.
�3�–�5�, z2 ,xy ,xz ,yz are short forms of 3d3z2−r2, 3dxy, 3dxz,
and 3dyz, and the creation operators act at site i. We note that
this separation and resulting signatures are equivalent to
what was proposed for the cuprates in Ref. 10, meaning that
where in Eq. �3� the symmetry of both terms is the same, this
does not hold for either of the projected channels Eqs. �4�

(c)

(a)

(b)

FIG. 5. �Color online� �a� The mixing of incommensurate elec-
tronic states is depicted in accord with our r-space understanding of
BCS theory. The “explicit” representation shows the coupling of
two pairs of incommensurate composite states associated with the
violation of Hund’s rule. The two depicted separately in �b� and �c�.
�b� The composite of incommensurate states which constitutes the
charge carrier channel is depicted. Note the mix of the effective
nodeless state �right term� with the state of xy
 �3z2−r2� symmetry
�left�. �c� The composite of incommensurate states which contains
the order parameter is sketched. Note the effective mix of nodeless
state �left term� with the state of xy
 �3z2−r2� symmetry �right�
complementary to Fig. 5�b�.
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and �5�, i.e., each mixing anisotropic S �z2 ·z2 and xy ·xy�
with D �z2 ·xy� symmetries. Because the 3dxz and 3dyz states
connect to the antiferromagnetic background, these states are
understood to mediate the phase information between
equivalent sites �see Refs. 10 and 26�. In particular, we ob-
serve the pair-breaking excitation to have effective
xy
 �3z2−r2� symmetry �Fig. 5�b��. Moreover, it is empha-
sized in Figs. 5�a�–5�c� how the accidental degeneracy
among states allows the mixing of a priori incommensurate
states in the 3dxz–3dyz and 3d3z2−r2–3dxy couples. We under-
stand by inspection why it is required that the order-
parameter symmetry �Fig. 5�c�� displays the symmetry of the
virtual pair-breaking process �Fig. 5�b��. Also to note is that
the virtual pair-breaking excitation �Figs. 5�a� and 5�b�� com-
prises a mechanism for self-doping in the isotropic 3d3z2−r2

band, i.e., manifestation of superconductivity as a “virtual
metal-insulator instability.” The emergence of superconduc-
tivity in �-FeSe is depicted schematically in Fig. 6 �compare
Fig. 1�.

It is emphasized that neither the first nor the second term
in Fig. 5�a� represents the “normal state.” Rather, the two
represent a priori different electron configurations which dis-
play the same spin and symmetry, and thus must mix by
virtue of the variational principle of quantum mechanics. The
resulting superfluid density becomes viujuiv j where the indi-
ces refer to S=0 Fe2+ sites �see Ref. 26�. It expresses how a
pair state is shared by two sites, and states that a real-space
Cooper pair amounts to a delocalized pair state among at
least two such sites. Note, in particular, how the superfluid
density vanishes if any of the four amplitudes is zero.

We make connection to the tentative understanding of the
Fermi surfaces in the pnictides33,34 by identifying the 3d3z2−r2

states to contribute the isotropic low-dispersive holelike
metal band centered at the � point, and the 3dxz and 3dyz
states to propagate the electron half-metal bands displaying

Fermi surfaces centered at the ��� ; ��� points, such that
the resonances in Fig. 5 condition the mobilities of holelike
and electronlike charge carriers. Thus, in our scenario all
Fermi-surface segments couple in order to produce the su-
perconductivity. This is because they are already coupled on
each iron belonging to the S=0 Fe2+ sublattice �cf. Fig. 5
again�.

Finally, while the superconducting order-parameter sym-
metry is unknown, it is presently believed to display S� sym-
metry �see, e.g., Refs. 35 and 36� as a means to connect the
holelike and electronlike Fermi-surface segments �see, e.g.,
Ref. 34�. What then does the z2xy order-parameter symmetry
obtained in the present study represent in this context? Con-
nection is made to the S� symmetry by returning to Figs.
5�a� and 5�b�, which display how virtual pair scattering oc-
curs between 3d3z2−r2 and 3dxy states �the small red circles in
large green�, and noting that this object �superposition of pair
in 3d3z2−r2 and pair in 3dxy� displays the S� symmetry. Yet, it
is the underlying z2xy symmetry of the virtual pair-breaking
excitations, common to the magnetic and charge carrier
channels �compare Figs. 5�b� and 5�c��, which renders the
superconducting pair-resonances coherence. It is gratifying
to note that theoretical analysis based on all the five d bands
in LaFeAsO1−xFx by Kuroki et al.37 suggests that a possible
alternative to the S� order parameter symmetry35,36 is
D-wave pairing, i.e., Dx2−y2 in the reduced unit cell corre-
sponding to Dxy in the original unit cell.

Interestingly, the superconductivity in �-FeSe is greatly
enhanced upon applying pressure.9 This is taken to indicate a
strengthening of the superexchange interaction to further sta-
bilize the antiferromagnetism in the confining sublattice.
This in turn stabilizes the Hund’s rule violated open shell
states on the S=0 Fe2+ ions’ sublattice. Were this understand-
ing to be qualitatively true, then the reason for replacing Se2−

by As3− is twofold. Invoking chemical pressure �a� enhances

FIG. 6. �Color online� Schematic representation of the transition from an adiabatic two-gap system to a superconductor, proposed to
apply to a FeSe, is depicted �compare Figs. 1�a�iv and 1�a�v�.
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the ligand-field splitting thus enforceing low-spin S= �1 an-
tiferromagnetism where formally S= �2 would also be pos-
sible, and �b� stabilizes the AFM superstructure by enhancing
the superexchange interaction which in turn further stabilizes
the Hund’s rule violating sublattice composed of S=0 Fe2+

ions. Finally we note that half of the Fe2+ ions have 
S
=1
while the other half are S=0 ions. This formally implies an

average spin 
S̄
= 1
2 which may find qualitative support in the

literature.30

III. CONCLUSION

Appearance of superconductivity in �-FeSe from a two-
gapped semiconductor reference state is formulated in anal-
ogy to our understanding of superconductivity in the
cuprates.10 This analogy can be appreciated by comparing
Figs. 1�a� and 6. A particular symmetry-broken magnetic
structure has been described and proposed to provide the
normal state from which superconductivity emerges in
�-FeSe. It was understood to be composed of row-by-row
antiphase half-metal bands along the ��� ; ��� directions.
The low-spin �S= �1� antiferromagnetic sublattice was
found to be intertwined with a sublattice composed of non-
trivial magnetic S=0 Fe2+ ions. The exerted “magnetic pres-
sure” on this sublattice causes the S=0 ions to violate
Hund’s rule. The existence of these open-shell S=0 ions in
turn allows for the propagation of the antiphase magnetic
structures along the ��� ; ��� directions. The existence of
the magnetic S=0 sublattice is taken to imply that other
S=0 Fe2+ states will have similar energies, so-called acciden-
tal degeneracy. It is this accidental degeneracy on the Fe2+

S=0 ions which drives the HTS owing to the “self-doping”
away from perfect ferromagnetic occupations into the half-
metal regime for each of the spin-up and spin-down rows �cf.
Figs. 4�b�, 4�c:III�, and 5�a��.

This understanding finds essential features in common
with our that of the cuprate superconductors, where consecu-
tive symmetry lowering is observed as charge carrier and
magnetic states separate first by occupying different bands,
i.e., allowing for antiferromagnetism to develop by placing
the charge carriers in disjoint oxygen bands, and subse-
quently allow for spatial electronic heterogeneity in order to
produce accidentally degenerate states in both the magnetic
and charge carrier channels. Mixes of incommensurate local
states in each of the channels become locally allowed if the
two channels couple. Because the antiferromagnetic band ex-
tends in space, it provides the means to phase coherently
couple states at different sites. This understanding is identical
to that produced here for �-FeSe.

More similarities between �-FeSe and the cuprate super-
conductors: �1� in both cases, the local mixing of accidental
locally near-degenerate incommensurate electronic states
produces the superconductivity. In case of the cuprates, the
coupling of effective anisotropic S and Dx2−y2 states enforce
an effective order parameter of Dx2−y2 symmetry in the anti-
ferromagnetic band. In case of �-FeSe, a local 3d3z2−r2 state
couples to 3dxy thus requiring an xy
 �3z2−r2� order-
parameter symmetry.

�2� In both cases, scattering across the Fermi level in k
space of conventional BCS theory, is replaced by the mixing
of states qualitatively belonging to different eigenstates of
the angular momentum operator.

�3� In both cases, the phase coherence is maintained by
coupling to an antiferromagnetic background. In the cu-
prates, virtual excitations in the antiferromagnetic bands of
3dx2−y2 symmetry are matched to allow for the a priori nona-
diabatic mixing of pair-and-pair-broken states in the charge
carrier channel. In �-FeSe, these states are made up of 3dxz
and 3dyz orbitals such that the symmetry of the product wave
function becomes xy
z2 and the corresponding virtual pair-
breaking excitation �closed-shell singlet→open-shell singlet�
in the magnetic “order parameter channel,” which propagates
the phase, has xy
z2 symmetry corresponding to in-plane
Dxy symmetry �Fig. 5, cf. Ref. 37�. Having said this, it is
noted how the correlated pair state depicted in Figs. 5�a� and
5�b� displays S� symmetry �red circles in larger green
circles, cf. Ref. 35�.

�4� In both cases, separability of atoms on which the
charge carries reside from atoms which accommodate the
antiferromagnetism emerges, i.e., S=0 Fe2+ ions in �-FeSe
and the in-plane oxygen in case of the cuprates.

Finally, the key conceptual understanding of high critical
temperature superconductivity from an insulator perspective
is the incorporation of virtual pair-breaking excitations in the
correlated many-body ground state. This manifestation of
electronic nonadiabaticity reflects the coupling of two par-
ticular narrow-gapped electronic subsystems of which one
has “superatomic” characteristics and the other displays
short-range AFM correlations. This understanding of HTS
shares central concepts with quantum random networks.38 In
the latter, entanglement of “superatom” qubits was to be ac-
complished by means of an external source of squeezed pho-
tons. Here the squeezed photons are replaced by innate vir-
tual magnons in the local AFM “bath” surrounding the
superatoms.
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